The things I write about are my own opinions, observations, and insights. By no means should
you mistake the information provided here as qualified professional advice. My motive is to offer
information, perspective, and thought provoking content that you can take to your doctor in
order to start a discussion about your health. I want you to get interested in your health and
realize that you have the power to take your health into your own hands. Before you start a new
diet, a new exercise routine, or make dramatic changes to your lifestyle, please consult a proper
qualified professional whom you trust and discuss your plans so she is aware of your plan and
can monitor your progress. Ask questions and question answers.
I am a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising
program designed to provide a means for me to earn fees by linking to Amazon.com and
affiliated sites.
There may be links to other sites that I am affiliated with as well, such as Bulletproof, Dry Farms
Wines, MindGourmet, Young Living, and Plexus. I do not link to products or businesses that I do
not find useful. I only affiliate with companies whose products and business practices align with
my own. If a company changes its business practices or products and becomes something I do
not agree with, I will remove them from my affiliations. Anything that I promote is something that
I personally use and find valuable.
My opinions are always my own. If you purchase a product through an affiliate link, I make a
small commission - at no cost to you - which helps keep this blog running and my other
content free. It also helps me provide for my family while I pass valuable information on to you
for free. If my affiliate sites offer any discounts or promo codes, I will pass those along to you at
every opportunity.

